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the halo license is an object found in every installation's library. it is the key needed to
activate the installation, causing a reaction that will purge the galaxy of all sentient life.
when inserted into the core of the ring, the index activates the installation's main weapon. it
is confirmed that an index cannot be used to activate any halo besides the one it is found on.
[1] the reason alpha halo's index worked on the replacement ring at the ark was because
they were both installation 04. this may be found in all of the libraries on all seven halos. the
installation 04 is a 't'-shaped halo ring, which has four sides. the ring's dimensions are 5.5m
high, 6.0m wide and 6.5m long. the ring contains a pair of 12m high, 20m wide, 20m long,
20cm thick walls with a 5m diameter circular hole in the centre of each. the ring is
surrounded by a single hull of 1.5cm thick steel, and is connected to the halo's core by a 3m
diameter tunnel at the centre of the ring. you can imagine the sound of the ocean, halo says.
thats what i did. i asked someone who knew where i could get a recording of the ocean,
because its hard to replicate the sound of waves on a recording. i asked her what she
thought the ocean sounded like, and she said its like the sound of the waves. i had this
image in my head of what the ocean would sound like, and i started using that sound as a
template for my own music. her music is often untethered to anything in particular, even to
her own personal life. halo said she spends a lot of time thinking about the darkness in the
world, or about feeling the sun. when she was writing dust, she says, i was thinking of a lot of
different things. i was thinking about being a kid and i was thinking about the kids i know
who are suffering. i was thinking about history and about the struggle of human beings to
survive. im just thinking about it, halo said. thinking about the darkness in the world. its not
just about me, its about other people too, and its about the kids who are suffering. its about
the fact that all life must come to an end at some point, whether we know it or not.
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halo had been working with lazaro for a year when i first heard dust. but at the same time i
knew that he was very laid back, so i didnt think she would be a big fan of his production. but

i was surprised to hear that dust was entirely his production. its definitely a step up from
quarantine, and i think it really suits halo's voice. quarantine had a lot of samplers and a lot

of live instruments, but dust has a lot more synth sounds. the index could also be a means to
control the halos. with the index as a means to control the halo, it would be possible for the
librarian to purge the galaxy of all life by making the index a copy of all life-forms' dna. this

could also explain why the librarian kept the index for such a long time before using it:
collecting all life-forms' dna would be a slow and inefficient process. in the absence of the

index, the halo weapons were unable to use their massive energy blasts. similarly, the halo
weapons' energy blasts were never mentioned in the game. while the halo may use its
energy blasts through the insertion of a key, it is unlikely that it is capable of using its

weapons without a key, as all halos had an index in them. the index, when inserted into the
core of the ring, is a doorway to the all-encompassing library of the forerunners, or rather,

the library as a whole. the key is connected to the force that causes the changes of the
library. the librarian, while in the library, is the one who activates the index, and so she is
able to cause the library to change. the index is of the librarian's making, and so she can

cause the library to change. a change to the library may be of a great number of things. for
example, a change to the library could be the termination of all life in the galaxy. the

terminals scattered throughout the halo 3 campaign levels could be a part of the creation of
the index, as they could have been a part of the librarian's plan, and so the librarian would

have used the terminals as a means to her plan. 5ec8ef588b
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